Water Management
(Continued from page 48)
irrigation intervals predicted are very long ones running over thirty days, perhaps several months. Had this ever been demonstrated as being possible? Yes; where we have deep soils and deep-rooted grasses it can be done. Whether you want to do this or not depends upon a number of circumstances, but certainly if you are short on water one way of saving that water is to take advantage of these deep roots and let the grass run on the dry side. (A color slide was shown of U-3 bermuda grass which has been allowed to go for over 100 days on the deep soil at Davis where during the summer the temperatures approach 100 every day and the humidities are very low). This bermuda was still green although showing dryness and growth had become very slow. Why can bermuda go this long without irrigation at Davis? Because it has a deep root system and is growing on a clay soil which holds a lot of available moisture per foot.

Robert M. Hagen's article on Water Management will be concluded in July GOLFDOM.

Classified Ads

Rates: Minimum insertion $4.00 for 20 words; additional words 20c each. Bold face type, 25c per word. Classified ads. reserved for help or services wanted and for sale of used equipment.

NO CLASSIFIED ADS ACCEPTED AFTER THE 25th OF MONTH PRECEDING DATE OF ISSUE.

Under no circumstances are we permitted to divulge the name and address of those placing the blind advertisements. Responses to all box number ads should be addressed to the box number and mailed to GOLFDOM; replies are promptly forwarded to advertisers.

JOBS WANTED

PRO GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT — WOULD LIKE TO DESIGN COURSE AND REMAIN AS PRO—JUST COMPLETED BEAUTIFUL GOLF COURSE ONE OF AMERICA'S LARGEST CITIES. FAMILIAR WITH ALL MODERN CONSTRUCTION METHODS. ORIGINATOR OF NEW IDEA FOR DESIGN OF AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL GREENS. ADDRESS AD 601 e/o GOLFDOM

Middle-aged, sober couple, thoroughly experienced, desires to manage Country Club having about 300 members. Man thoroughly experienced in maintenance of golf course and could serve as Pro if necessary. Woman A-1 cateress, with thorough knowledge of kitchen and dining room service. Address Ad 602 e/o Golfdom

WANTED—GOLF SHOE LINE AND SLACK LINE FOR NEBRASKA-IOWA. WRITE JERRY GAMBLE, BOX 317, YORK, NEBRASKA.

MISCELLANEOUS

ESHELMAN GOLF AND CHILDREN GASOLINE CARS USED FOR DEMONSTRATION GOLF $350.00 — CHILDS CARS $150.00 — NEW $200.00 F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA. ADDRESS AD 608 e/o GOLFDOM

GOLF and SKI school for sale. Est. 10 yrs. Nets $6000. Near Chicago Loop. GOLFER'S CLUB, 111 W. Hubbard, Superbier 7-8793.

Course location — Lake Ozark resort area, 80 resorts — 100 acres, unimproved, 76 acres cleared, landing strip, $4500.00. Write Mel Adkins, Gra-vois Mills, Mo.